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Abstract
The increase in the use of the Internet as a financial transactions medium has
caused fraud and crime to move online too and, despite various attempts to
address this problem no significant success has been recorded to date. In this
study an experiment was conducted using a new security software, the SOLID
“Security at a Glance” tool. The study empirically assessed the effects of the
tool on the willingness of computer users to risk losing money when presented
with the potential of a high reward.

There were 36 participants in the

experiment, 18 using SOLID and 18 without SOLID. The results revealed that
users in the SOLID condition were less likely to take a risk for a higher reward
than the No-SOLID condition. This suggests that SOLID makes it clearer to
users that choosing between online retailers comes with a risk and helps to make
users more cautious, instead of going with their first instincts. The study also
revealed a list of factors that affect the level of trust users develop for a website.
An empirical usability evaluation of SOLID was also conducted as part of the
study. In terms of theoretical implications, this study demonstrates the need to
introduce more user-centred approaches in the design and evaluation of security
software. Practical applications include improving SOLID by following the
usability recommendations outlined in this dissertation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In a recent press release the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) reports that more
than 5000 fans were victims of scam last summer, when they attempted to buy
tickets for the UK’s top music festivals (OFT, 28 May 2010). OFT’s research
last year found that one in twelve ticket buyers had admitted to having been
caught out by a scam ticket website in the past, with the average loss for each
victim being £80.
This problem is increasing at an alarmingly high rate and is expected to rise
as the London 2012 Olympics are nearing. There have already been reports of
scam websites, claiming to sell tickets well earlier than the date they will
officially go on sale. Those websites aim to trick users to pay for tickets they
will never receive or disclose personal information like credit card details. A
campaign to increase consumers’ awareness of these scams started in 2009
involving both the Olympic Games Organising Committee and major
commercial organisations (Which? Computing, 2009).
The probability of coming across a scam website is alarmingly high, as a
large number of scam websites come up as results in popular web search
engines. In a recent police operation, “Operation Papworth”, 7 out of the top 10
Google results for a popular brand of boots were found to be fraudulent websites
(Internet Marketing News, 2009). The majority of those sites are quickly taken
down by the police, but new ones are springing up every day, making the process
of identifying and closing them becoming harder and harder. The standard ticket
offices procedure to send the tickets just a week before the concert is set to take
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place accentuates this problem and makes the job of scammers easier. The
available time lapse gives them time to disappear with huge sums of money
and/or a significant number of credit card details stolen.
Internet scams can have a number of implications. A large number of people
have already had personal data stolen or significant financial losses. Although
banks are now reimbursing customers that have had their credit card details
compromised, this does not happen with debit cards or other payment methods.
Scams can also cause significant damage in the reputation of online retailers and
a loss of trust in online shopping, which can lead to an overall deterrence of the
public to engage in any financial transactions online.
To help decrease the number of people falling for scams, First Cyber
Security (FCS) has developed the SOLID “Security at a glance” tool. SOLID
provides internet users traffic-light alike security indications to signal whether a
website is genuine or fake.

It also aims to identify phishing websites that

attempt to trick users to disclose personal information, like usernames and
passwords, by pretending to be known websites (Amazon, PayPal, popular
online banking sites, etc).

Prior work from the Human-Centred Security,

Privacy, Identity and Trust (HC-SPIT) group at University College London
(UCL) in collaboration with FCS improved the usability and effectiveness of
SOLID. The aim of this study was to use the new, improved version to assess
whether the indications given by it alter the willingness of users to risk an
amount of money, when a significant potential benefit exists (in this case giving
them tickets for concerts at very tempting prices).

That would then allow

identifying further improvements for SOLID, but also provide deeper insights on
-2-

how users take decisions in high-risk situations online and the effectiveness of
active security indicators on those decisions. The study also aimed to identify
various aspects of website design that affect development of trust between ecommerce websites and users.
A number of other tools exist that aim to help people not to fall for scams or
phishing. Usability studies of many of those tools were conducted in the past,
but only few took into account risk and time pressure, which can significantly
affect user’s decisions (Riegelsberger et al., 2003). As a result considerations for
both were included in the design of this experiment.
This dissertation describes how the experiment was conducted and discusses
on its outcomes. Chapter 2 provides a short review on past approaches to
combat phishing and fake website scams, identifying their advantages and
problems. Chapter 3 describes how SOLID works, how it differs from those past
approaches and how it addresses their problems.

Chapter 4 includes a

description of the experimental setup and the reasoning behind it.

It also

presents the results of the study, both quantitative and qualitative. Chapter 5
discusses the outcomes of the experiment, their implications for website design
when aiming to develop trust, suggestions on how to improve SOLID in future
releases based on the feedback received from the users and suggestions for future
research. Chapter 6 provides conclusions and further research implications.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter discusses on past approaches to combat phishing, outlining the
advantages of anti-phishing indicators over user education. It then describes
issues that need to be considered when testing the usability of approaches to
combat phishing and scams.

These issues include usability and security,

decision making under risk, and trust in online transactions.

2.1.

Past approaches to combat Phishing

2.1.1. User Education
A lot of effort is put into user education in the UK, both by governmental
organizations (Directgov, Office of Fair Trading) and academic research. Users
are instructed to pay attention to various indicators in the web browser to assess
the legitimacy of a website; for example, https:// indications, the SSL lock in the
browser and digital certificates. They are also told to check if the URL of the
website they are currently browsing is the one they expect. Despite those efforts,
a study by Dhamija et al. (2006) revealed that a significant proportion of the
users (23%) used only the content of the website to judge its legitimacy,
assuming that if the design of the website looked professional then the
probability of it being a scam is low. This problem is accentuated by the lack of
consistency across the various web browsers that exist today on the positioning
of the indicators the users are told to look for. This makes the task of checking
for those while browsing much harder.
In another study Sheng et al. (2007) revealed that 38% of phishing sites were
not detected by users and also 30% of legitimate websites were identified as
-4-

fraudulent. In the same study they discuss the effectiveness of “Anti-phishing
Phil”, an online game to teach users how not to fall for phish. That improved
significantly the ability of users to detect phishing websites, with only 12% not
being identified and only 14% of legitimate websites classified as bad. Although
this was a significant improvement, both are numbers that cannot be ignored, as
they can still lead to financial losses to individuals and businesses.
Kumaraguru et al. (2009) aimed to improve the effectiveness of user
education by using a sophisticated training system, “PhishGuru”, to teach users
how to avoid falling for phishing attacks. The system sends out simulated
phishing emails and then delivers training messages when users click on the
links included in those.

This was tested using a very large sample (515

participants), but the results were still not encouraging: 17.5% of the participants
entered personal details into simulated phishing websites.
Another important aspect that needs to be considered when aiming to
develop techniques to protect people from phishing and online scams is that
security is usually not the primary concern in users’ minds (Beautement et al.,
2008). The need to be careful about security issues, phishing and scams usually
arises as part of another process and is not part of the user’s main goal, which in
this case can be to buy a product they want or get access to services they need to
use. Security advice then becomes a secondary concern, with the primary being
to achieve their goal.

This problem can be expected to increase when the

timeframe in which they need to complete the task is significantly constrained.
Users could ignore security advice just to get the reward they need on time, as
paying attention to security can result to them not getting it at all. In a study that
-5-

evaluated a new security software product, DeWitt and Kuljis (2006) confirmed
that users are willing to compromise security, if that meant they could complete
their tasks quicker.

Herley (2009) argues that this is an entirely rational

decision, as users perceive the reward of doing the task quickly as more
important than paying attention to security.

He then explains why simply

educating users on how to comply with security procedures is not sufficient, as
they will bypass those intentionally, especially if they do not perceive the actual
risk involved in doing this. This is exploited by attackers who impose time
pressure on users, emphasising on the fact that users need to quickly do what
they are asked to, otherwise they may not be able to get the goods they want or
may have their details compromised. (E.g. your online banking account
password has expired, tickets will sell out in minutes so you have to buy now
etc).
The UK government launched various campaigns aiming to combat internet
scams. A recent campaign launched by the OFT (“Just tick it”, 2010) aims to
increase awareness of consumers on fake ticketing websites, providing practical
advice on how to avoid being scammed. The major slogan they use is “If it
sounds too good to be true, then it probably is”. They also provide examples of
known recent scams, usually including examples of other people and
descriptions of how they were scammed.
The problems with user education are many. Phishers and scammers tend to
get more and more sophisticated in their scams, making the task of identifying
scam websites much harder for users. Fraudulent websites now include logos
from legitimate sources, images and even URLs that resemble real addresses. In
-6-

addition there is no obvious way to identify whether an unknown website is
fraudulent or not. Websites showing up as results from popular search engines
may be unknown to users, but if they offer something they really want at very
tempting prices, users may be willing to disclose their financial information to
those. As Herley points out providing users with security advice is not adequate.
It would be preferable to make security tasks less complicated and more usable
and that would benefit both security professionals and users. Technology could
work for the benefit of the user, indicating whether a website is safe or not, thus
mitigating this hard task from users to software tools.
2.1.2. Anti-phishing indicators
Anti-phishing indicators are the second approach that tries to combat online
scams. They aim to provide users with cues, allowing them to assess easily
whether a website is safe or not.

Various approaches were taken in that

direction. Security toolbars are web browser add-ons that users install, providing
them with indications in the browser interface to help them identify whether a
website is a scam or not. Examples are “Spoofstick” (www.spoofstick.com),
which

displays

the

website’s

real

domain

name,

and

“Trustbar”

(http://trustbar.mozdev.org/), which displays the website’s logo and certificate
authority.

A different approach is Dynamic Security Skins, proposed by

Dhamija and Tygar (2005). In this case a unique image is assigned to each user
for each website they need to authenticate themselves to. This image is then
positioned as a background in the browser window and the user can check
whether it is the one they expected to see in the particular website.

-7-

Zhang et al. (2007) conducted an evaluation of various anti-phishing
approaches, revealing that even the most effective available tools have
unacceptably high false-positive rates. They also explain how all the heuristicbased anti-phishing tools can be circumvented, using relatively simple attacks.
Wu et al. (2006) found that anti-phishing toolbars are not very effective, even
after explicitly telling participants before the experiment to pay attention to
those.

They also state that, even when users have noticed some of the

indications coming from the toolbars, they could not interpret those in an
appropriate way or simply explained those away, if they believed that the content
of the website is legitimate.
The findings of those studies demonstrate that it is impossible for users to
interrupt their main task to pay attention to a security indicator. User behavior is
driven by their primary goal and asking them to interrupt it willingly to engage
with an indicator is not an approach that should be expected to work. In addition
the overcrowded environment of a web browser’s interface may not be the
appropriate place to position a security tool, as it gets lost amongst other
toolbars, browser add-ons etc. This is a reason why research and industry should
start investigating the effectiveness of having security tools and indicators placed
outside the browser.
Wu et al. suggest that active interruptions can be more effective than passive
ones, but they need to be used carefully to avoid habituation effects and routine
behaviour. Gutmann (2009) points that users are not paying attention to a
warning after seeing it multiple times and just click “OK” just to make the pop
up message disappear. This underlines the need to provide users with warnings
-8-

in the context of the task they are carrying out and also at the time they need to
make a decision.

Asking users to interrupt their main activity until they

acknowledge the content of the warning can ensure that users have consciously
taken a decision, even when they decide to take a risk and compromise their
security.

It is of course vital for this type of indicators to effectively

communicate to the users the risk of each of the available options, otherwise
their effectiveness will be significantly reduced. In addition, Gutmann stresses
the importance of having safe defaults when users need to take security
decisions. By doing so, even if users fail to understand the meaning of the
warning or perceive the risk associated with the decision they will take, the
designers ensure that they do not harm themselves.

2.2. Issues to consider when testing the usability of antiphishing approaches
2.2.1. Usability and Security
Zhang et al. stress the need to include usability testing when evaluating antiphishing approaches. Despite the efforts of the Usable Security community, the
gap between security and usability is still significantly wide. This gap seems to
be inherently derived from the purpose of the two disciplines. Jakob Nielsen’s
quote summarises the problem: “Usability advocates favour making it easy to
use a system…security people favour making it hard to access a system”
(Nielsen, 2000). His example to that is password policies. From the security
expert’s point of view security improves as password complexity increases, but
the users would simply write down passwords difficult to memorise, leaving the
system vulnerable. This of course can be generalized to all aspects of security,
including phishing and internet scams. Creating more complex security tools,
-9-

without properly evaluating their usability will result to something effective from
a technical point of view, but useless in reality as users will be unable to
understand how to properly use it. Sasse and Weirich (2001), also highlight the
need for user-centred security design, discussing that many users construct their
own, often wildly inaccurate models of security threats. This underlines the
importance of providing users with adequate feedback to form an accurate model
of what the tool they are using does. It is important for security designers to
understand that when aiming to improve security, designing for how people
actually behave can be far more effective than increasing the technical
complexity of the system.
2.2.2. Decision making under risk
None of the existing literature has focused on a significant factor that causes
users to fall for fraud: Offering them something they really want. Riegelsberger
et al. (2003) discuss the need to model risk and uncertainty when conducting
experiments to evaluate the efficiency of various anti-phishing or anti-scam
approaches.

Even if a security indicator works as expected, users can be

expected to ignore the advice given by it, if they are given a “good or attractive
deal”. They also explain that, in order to improve risk modeling in experimental
situations, participants should be handed rewards that can be lost in the course of
the experiment.
Beautement et al. discuss that, when a user is presented with a security task,
they can either comply and attempt to perform the required action, or attempt to
bypass the task. In order to decide between the two, the user performs a decision
process that can be modeled as a cost/benefit analysis. Decision making under
- 10 -

risk is usually modeled using Expected Utility Theory (Neumann and
Morgenstern, 1944), which assumes that a person making a decision will
consider all relevant information before deciding, and choose the optimal path to
the desired goal. Gutmann explains that users interacting with a secure system
do not usually behave under this model. If users aren’t given an obvious way to
deal with a problem, they may be afraid to take an action and thus ignore any
warnings presented to them.
2.2.3. Trust in online transactions
Trust is a decisive factor for a transaction between two parties to take place
successfully. It enables transactions to happen that would otherwise not be
possible, as the risks associated with those would be perceived as too high by
one or both sides involved (Riegelsberger et al., 2005). Similarly, Mayer et al.
(1995) state that trust is always required when people take risks, as a degree of
uncertainty on the outcome always exists. Thus it is important to understand
what affects the level of trust users develop for a website. This can give insights
into how users make decisions when browsing online, resulting to invaluable
feedback to both security professionals and designers.
Riegelsberger et al. explain that some of the signals required to develop a
feeling of trust among the two parties are absent in online transactions. In an
empirical study Kim et al. (2008) found that a consumer’s trust directly and
indirectly affects their purchasing intention. By reducing the perceived risk
involved in a transaction the willingness of a user to engage in it is increased.
They also discuss the effectiveness of third-party seals as an assurance of trust.
They conclude that seals decrease the risk perceived by consumers, but users
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should be informed more on their purpose and what they indicate. They also
mention that familiarity with a specific online vendor has a positive effect in the
level of trust developed about them.
Koufaris and Hampton-Sosa (2004) conducted a study on the development of
trust in an online company by first time customers. They consider this an
interesting situation, as users have no prior experience with the vendor, so they
must rely on other factors to guide their decision to buy or not. They identified
four factors that affect those decisions: perceived reputation of the company,
perceived usefulness and ease of use of the website, perceived security control,
and the selection of products available (if large then more trustworthy).
However a limitation of the questionnaire they used was that it had closed
questions, focusing only on the four factors mentioned. Therefore one can
suggest that this list can be extended and a lot of potential for further research
exists.
In another empirical study aiming to assess what affects trust perceptions of
people when doing web browsing, Kumaraguru et al. (2006) conducted a series
of interviews with both expert and non-expert users.

This provided useful

insights on the signals that affect people’s decisions when they make securityrelated decisions, like SSL locks and website names.

They also identified

signals that users failed to interpret as cues to judge the legitimacy of a website,
like “whois” information or email length in phishing emails.

A possible

drawback of this study is the lack of an experimental setup in which participants
had to take those decisions with risk involved. This suggests that the list of
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factors they propose is not exhaustive and there exists area for further
improvements.

2.3.

Summary

Current literature provides evidence that anti-phishing indicators have
advantages over user education. They need to be tested though under real-world
conditions, where risk is involved.

It is also important to understand how

website design can affect the level of trust people develop for it. The next
chapter aims to describe the anti-phishing indicator that will be tested in the
current usability study, First Cyber Security’s SOLID tool.
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Chapter 3: SOLID description
The SOLID “Security at a glance” tool is a new anti-phishing software
developed by First Cyber Security (FCS), aiming to improve on those aspects
where previous attempts failed. It adds a simple window outside the browser
“on top” of the browser window and uses a conventional “traffic light” approach
to signal whether a website should be trusted or not. It also offers a 3rd party
validation functionality for logos and images, but this was not used in this
experiment.

This chapter describes the SOLID authentication process and

discusses its advantages and disadvantages.

3.1.

Authentication

Organisations that subscribe to SOLID register their website’s details, which
are then located in SOLID’s database. The client software is downloadable from
the internet for free to consumers (https://www.solidauthentication.com). When
installed on a user’s PC it places a small window on top of all other applications
every time Firefox or Internet Explorer web browsers are launched. The default
location for this window is the bottom-right corner of the screen, but it can be
moved around by users, if they prefer it located at a different position.
During installation users are asked to enter a unique User ID. This is then
displayed on the SOLID window, aiming to avoid spoofed versions of the tool
that may be included by scammers in websites. They are also provided with
instructions on how to interpret the various indications.
Authentication indications to users are provided using a standard “trafficlight”-alike system (Figure 1).

Green colour indicates a webpage is safe,
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accompanied by the logo of the owner of the website.
In this case all the information required by FCS are
exactly what it was expected for the current website, as
a result the authentication has succeeded. A yellow
colour appears when the webpage has failed some part
of the authentication test. This can be whenever an
attack happened on the website, or the authentic
website includes some content that cannot be verified

Figure 1: The SOLID
window displaying the
traffic-light convention
colour code

by SOLID. FCS’s system allows commercial organisations that use their service
to be informed immediately when a yellow indicator appears. As a result they
claim that a yellow indicator should not be expected to be present for longer than
15 minutes, as they will immediately resolve the problem when the website
owners contact them and the reason of the yellow indicator is identified. That
means a yellow indicator should be expected to turn to either green or red in a
relatively short period of time. A red indicator means that the website was
checked by FCS and it is found to be unsafe.
When a webpage is identified as unsafe, before the webpage loads and the
SOLID window turns red, a pop-up “Extreme Caution” window appears (Figure
2), explaining to the user that the tool has identified a security risk and suggests
that they follow a redirection to the real website of the registered retailer. The
options to close the current tab/window and proceed to the security risk website
are also there. If the user chooses to proceed to the risk website the colour of the
indicator remains red.

This approach complies with Gutmann’s (2009)

suggestion that, whenever users are required to make a security-related decision,
the default option should always be the secure one.
- 15 -

Figure 2: The pop-up “Extreme
caution” window that appears before a
website identified as unsafe is loaded

The SOLID authentication process takes only a
few seconds.

During identification users get a
a)

“Please wait” indication, until authentication is
completed (Figure 3b). If the webpage the user has
b)

visited is not registered with FCS users get a grey
a

indication (Figure 3a), indicating that no information
c)

.

exists to verify the current webpage. If the active
window is not a supported web browser then a “Not
analysed” window is displayed (Figure 3c).

In

addition SOLID places a supplementary small icon
on the Windows system tray, which always displays

d)
Figure 3: The additional SOLID
indications: a. Website not
registered with FCS, b. Website
is analysed, c. Current active
window is not a web browser, d.
The icon SOLID displays on the
Windows system tray

the same colour as the SOLID window (Figure 3d).

b
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.

SOLID has been tested as part of a past study from the UCL HC-SPIT group
(Jennett et al., 2010). In that study, it was found that SOLID indications affect
peoples’ decisions when shopping online and time pressure exists to complete
the task quickly. A set of usability issues were also identified, which were
reported to FCS and the recommended changes were implemented in the current
version of the software. A drawback of that study is that the experimental setup
did not include risk-based decisions in the design of the experiment, which could
have affected the users’ decisions, as there was no incentive to ignore the SOLID
indications.

3.2.

Advantages over past approaches

The first advantage of SOLID over previous attempts is that it only requires
attention when a fraudulent site is detected.

It works as any other passive

indicator for warnings that are not critical, but becomes an active indicator when
a suspicious site is detected. As a result it can be expected to reduce habituation
issues, but it makes sure that users are asked to explicitly decide whether they
want to trust a suspicious website. This complies with the suggestions of Wu et
al. (2006) that active indicators can introduce improvements over passive ones.
Another advantage is the use of a simple traffic-light alike system to signal
to users whether a website should be trusted or not.

This is a successful

approach other indicators have used in the past (Cranor et al., 2006) and was
found to be easily recognizable by users.

3.3.

Disadvantages

A possible weakness of SOLID is the fact that it relies on user education to
communicate the meaning of the various warnings to users. Even though the
- 17 -

traffic light approach appears to be straightforward, users need to go through a
significant amount of instructions during installation, explaining how to interpret
SOLID’s indications. Another possible limitation is that users might repeatedly
click next during installation without reading the SOLID instructions properly.
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Chapter 4: Experiment
4.1.

Aim

The aim of this study was to identify to what extend SOLID alters the
willingness of computer users to risk losing an amount of money, if the
possibility of buying something really cheap exists. As a result the hypothesis
tested in the experiment was: “Users using SOLID will be less willing to risk
losing an amount of money when shopping online than users not using SOLID”.
This study also allowed testing whether active indicators are an effective antiphishing and anti-scam approach, as suggested by Wu et al. (2006) and Gutmann
(2009).
Participants were asked to buy tickets for a music festival in London
(London Electronic Dance festival), as it is highly likely that festival goers will
encounter some fake websites when they attempt to buy tickets online (Internet
Marketing News, 2009). They were presented with six websites and asked to
decide in 5 minutes from which website they want to buy their ticket. Aiming to
model real-world risk conditions, the reward given to participants varied,
depending on the website they have chosen.
Two conditions were tested during the experiment. One control condition in
which participants were presented with the websites without SOLID being used
and were asked to choose one based solely on their own judgement. In the
second condition the same websites were presented, but SOLID was used,
presenting different indications for each website. The independent variable in
the experiment was whether SOLID was used or not, while the dependent was
- 19 -

the price of the website from which the participants will choose to buy their
ticket.
During the 5 minutes the participants should browse through the websites
presented to them, assess them and decide which one they want to trust. As a
result a within-subjects design could not be used, since participants could be
expected to develop a level of familiarity; thus a between-subjects design
seemed to be more appropriate. It does have the disadvantage that individual
differences may affect the result, but the relatively large number of participants
should cancel out this effect. This meant that the participants would have to be
divided in two groups. The first group would do the experiment without using
SOLID, while the second would have SOLID installed and running during the
experiment. By using a version of SOLID that was already evaluated by the
UCL HC-SPIT group, with FCS applying the findings to improve the product, it
was expected that no significant usability issues would arise. Despite this the
study also aimed to identify minor usability issues of the new, improved version
of SOLID.

Eye-tracking screen recordings were used to identify whether

participants in the second condition have looked at the SOLID warnings before
making their decisions.

4.2.

Method

4.2.1. Participants
Participant recruitment was done using the UCL Psychology Department
subject pool. The only requirements for their participation were that they had to
be over 18, use online shopping regularly and visit the lab for one hour lab
testing. Half of the participants had to install SOLID and use it at home for a
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week before coming to the experiment. This aimed to avoid habituation issues
for the participants in the SOLID condition.
Thirty-Six participants were tested in total. Seventeen (47%) were male and
19 (53%) female. Their average age was 24 years (SD = 3.8) and they all had
significant computer experience, averaging 12 years (SD = 3.6).

They all

browse the internet daily for 4.5 hours on average (SD = 2.1) and receive 14 (SD
= 7.7) emails per day. Thirty-five (97%) of them have checked their account
balance online and 34 (94%) have transferred money to other people’s accounts
using online banking services. All participants have bought goods online in the
past. Nineteen (53%) have configured a firewall in the past, 18 (50%) have
designed a website in the past and eight (22%) have registered a domain name.
Seven of the participants (19%) can recall using SSH in the past, while 9 (25%)
have been victims of phishing in the past or they know someone that has been.
In addition 12 (33%) participants have been victims of internet scams or they
know someone that has been.
4.2.2. Apparatus and Materials
A pre-experiment questionnaire was designed to identify participant
demographics, computer experience, online shopping habits and basic
knowledge and experience of phishing and internet scams (Appendix A). During
the lab study screen recordings were done using a Tobii X50 eye tracker and the
Tobii Studio 2.0.4 software, which was also used for the data analysis. A voice
recorder was used to record the post-experiment de-briefing interviews with
participants and a stopwatch to measure time during the experiment.
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The

experiment took place in a usability laboratory on a computer running Windows
XP. Websites were displayed using Mozilla Firefox 3.5 web browser.
4.2.3. Websites
The London Electronic Dance (LED) Festival takes place on the 27th and
28th of August (Friday and Saturday) in Victoria Park. Six websites that sell
tickets for the festival were found using Google and were copied locally using
the HTTRack free website copier tool (http://www.httrack.com).

This tool

allows downloading a site from the Internet to a local directory, building
recursively all directories, retaining relative link-structure, resulting to a full
working offline version of a website. FCS agreed to modify the demo database
of SOLID to display the warnings that were needed for the purpose of the
experiment (Table 1).

Price of
SOLID Colour
Friday ticket

Website
Gigantic
(www.gigantic.com)
HMV Tickets
(www.hmvtickets.com)
See
(www.seetickets.com)
Skiddle
(www.skiddle.com)
Sold-out ticket market
(www.soldoutticketmarket.com)
View London
(www.viewlondon.co.uk)

£50

Green

£50

Green

£25

Red (SOLID proposes redirect to
www.see-tickets.com, £50 Green)

£20

Grey

£40

Grey

£20

Yellow

Table 1: The websites used in the experiment
with the corresponding prices and colours

The copied versions of those websites were placed on the Fileserver of the
HC-SPIT group and the DNS server was modified so that the URLs in the
address bar appeared to be the real online ones, even though participants were redirected to the fileserver-stored copies of the websites. This allowed us to
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request from FCS to modify the warnings SOLID would display for each
website, without having those warnings shown to anyone else using SOLID
outside the usability laboratory.
4.2.4. Risk scenario
Aiming to introduce a level of risk, as would be the case when buying tickets
from unknown retailers online, the reward given to participants varied,
depending on their choices during the experiment. The standard reward for their
participation was a £15 Amazon voucher and an additional reward was provided
based on their performance. Aiming to introduce an additional element of risk
and considering that tickets for popular events tend to sell out quickly (BBC,
2007), participants had only 5 minutes to buy tickets.

This aimed to urge

participants to decide quickly and also identify factors that affect their decisions
when shopping online, when they are under pressure.
Participants were given the following scenario: “You want to buy tickets for
Friday 27th of August for the LED electronic music festival at the moment they
will go on sale. You have 60 pounds available. You know that ticket festivals
sell out very quickly so you only have 5 minutes to buy those. You have
searched in Google for “LED festival tickets” and came upon 6 websites that
claim that they sell tickets. You now need to choose from which one to buy.
Your additional reward from the experiment is the amount of money you initially
have available (60 pounds) minus the price of the tickets on the website you
chose to buy from. If you buy from a fraudulent website then you get no extra
reward (only the 15 pounds that are paid for you participation in the experiment).
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You can browse in the websites with no limitations. Warnings will be given to
you when 2 and 1 minute are left.”
If participants chose to buy from a website that was assigned to be fake (for
experimental purposes only) they did not receive an additional reward. Websites
with a ticket price of £50 had a green SOLID indicator, giving a guaranteed
additional reward of £10, while websites with much lower prices had either red,
yellow or grey warnings, with the lowest available price being £20. In the later
case users risk losing money but may also receive a significantly higher reward
(up to 40 pounds in Amazon vouchers) if they choose to buy from one of the
cheap websites. This aimed to introduce real world risk in the experimental
setup as Riegelsberger et al. (2003) suggest.
4.2.5. Ethical considerations
All participants were asked to read and sign an informed consent form. In
the form it was clearly stated that they could withdraw at any point during the
experiment, and that they could ask the experimenter to clarify any concerns
they had before, during or after the study took place. Participants were given a
copy of the form to keep for themselves. At the end of the study participants
were debriefed, whereby they were given more information on the aims of the
experiment and how the data gathered would be used.
4.2.6. Piloting
Before commencing the experiment, a pilot study was done with 6
participants to identify any possible drawbacks of the experimental design and
minor changes were implemented.
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4.2.7. Procedure
After participants signed up for the experiment online, they were randomly
assigned between the two conditions. Those in the SOLID condition were
emailed with a link to download and install SOLID and use it for a week before
coming in the lab. This aimed to avoid habituation issues and receive feedback
on the user experience when using it for longer than a laboratory study.
Information gathered was then used to provide feedback to FCS for further
improvements.
Participants in the SOLID condition were asked to install SOLID on the
laboratory computer on which the experiment was taking place, so that they
could set their name to appear on the authentication window and model the level
of familiarity that they developed by using the tool on their personal machines.
All participants were then given the informed consent form to sign and were
asked to fill in the pre-experiment questionnaires. After the questionnaire the
scenario was read out loud to them and they were also given a post-it note, with
the details of the ticket they needed to buy.

Participants were then asked

whether they understood how rewards were given, to ensure they had understood
the risk involved in the decisions they had to make during the experiment. As
the websites were fully copied locally, participants were told that they can do as
much browsing as they want in each website. The aim of this was to allow
participants do all the checks they would do (e.g. check delivery policy, FAQs,
company info etc) before making their final decision, which closely resembles
what users would do if they were shopping at home, thus improving the
environmental validity of the experiment.
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Each participant was individually calibrated on the eye tracker. They were
then presented with the six websites, which were pre-opened for them in six
browser tabs (order was randomised across participants). They had 5 minutes to
decide from which one they would like to buy and were asked to indicate to the
experimenter which one it was after the end of the 5-minute period. During this
period the experimenter was sitting next to the participant, but participants were
explicitly told that they cannot ask any questions.
After choosing their website participants were interviewed. First they were
asked to explain what affected their decision to trust a particular website. During
this discussion the websites were open in the web browser so they could refer
back to those if they wanted to. Next they were asked to provide feedback on
their experience of using SOLID at their own computers and whether they
understood what the different coloured indicators meant. These interviews were
recorded to be analysed after the experiment.

4.3.

Results

This section first describes the experiences of participants when using
SOLID at home. It then describes the results of the lab study: those concern the
effectiveness of the indicator (eye tracking data, choice of which website to buy),
participants’ understanding of SOLID, reasons for ignoring SOLID (interview
data), and factors affecting trust perceptions of websites (interview data).
4.3.1. Using SOLID at home
Seventeen (97%) of the participants that used SOLID at home mentioned that
they believe it can help them when browsing online not to fall for scams or
phishing. Four of them (22%) believe that it can help them when doing online
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shopping and two (11%) mentioned that they would like it to appear only when
they were shopping online and not all the time.
Seven (39%) of the participants reported that when they were using SOLID
at home it gave them a grey indication for websites they use daily and trust and
this confused them on whether they should trust a grey website or not. Two
(11%) participants complained that SOLID slowed down their computer. One
reported that Flash player kept crashing when Firefox and SOLID were used and
that the problem was solved when SOLID was removed. Three (17%) also
mentioned that is also slowed down their browser’s start-up time. Two others
(11%) reported that they like the fact that SOLID starts by itself every time they
start a web browser, but they were dissatisfied with the fact that it does not go
away after they minimise the browser and the “Not analysed, Local application”
indication is still displayed. They also complained that they had no idea how to
hide the SOLID window when they were minimising the web browser and
worked on other applications and that no help was provided to address the
problems they encountered with SOLID. Another participant did not understand
why they had to click to allow SOLID to use the internet every time they went
online. Four participants (11%) complained that SOLID did not work with their
Web Browser (Google Chrome), so they had to use Mozilla Firefox for the week
before coming to the experiment.
4.3.2. Lab Study
4.3.2.1 Effectiveness of SOLID
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of SOLID, first it was necessary to
assess whether participants looked at the SOLID window before making
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decisions. Using Tobii Studio, segments were created for each individual’s
recording, with a new segment created whenever the user changed the website
they were viewing or clicked anywhere in it. Segments from the same website
for the same participant were then combined to form six scenes. An extra scene
was created for the “Extreme Caution” window to indentify where users looked
and clicked after it appeared. Areas of interest (AOI) were then defined which
allow identifying whether participants looked at a particular part of the screen.
For the six website scenes AOIs included the area where the SOLID window
was present in each different website. Data was used from all subpages of a
website that the user has visited, as the SOLID window was always positioned at
the same corner on the screen and none of the participants attempted to move it.
For the “Extreme Caution” window AOI included the whole window area.
The data obtained suggest that all participants looked at SOLID for all the six
websites before deciding where to buy from, with the average fixation time on
SOLID during the 5 minute experiment being 10.6 seconds (SD = 2.48). The
heatmaps obtained from the defined scenes can be found in Appendix B.
Next, in order to identify whether SOLID has an impact on the decisions
people make when buying goods online, participants from both conditions
(SOLID and Control) were assigned to three categories, based on the price of the
website they had chosen to buy from (Table 2).
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Price of
ticket
£50
£20-£25
£40

Number of participants
Control Condition
SOLID
5
10 (green)
12
8 (grey/yellow)
1
0 (grey)
Table 2: The distribution of participants’
decisions for the two conditions.

As Table 2 suggests the majority of the participants in the Control Condition
chose to buy from a cheap website, with this changing when SOLID was used, as
the majority chose to buy from an expensive website that had a green indication.
To identify whether the difference in the distribution of participants between the
two conditions was significant a χ2 test was used.

This test reveals the

probability of getting a given set of results, given a particular distribution (Cairns
and Cox, 2008). In this case the results from the control condition were used as
the expected results and the SOLID condition as the results of the experiment.
The χ2 test result (X2(1) p = 0.03324) suggests that the distribution of
participants’ decisions was different when SOLID was used. This supports the
experimental hypothesis that the use of SOLID significantly reduces
participants’ willingness to risk losing an amount of money.
The effectiveness of SOLID was also confirmed by participants in the debriefing sessions, where all 18 participants mentioned that SOLID was one of the
two primary factors that affected their choice of website. The other factor
mentioned was the price of the ticket, which is also shown by the fact that none
of the participants that used SOLID chose the £40 pounds grey website and only
one did so in the control condition.
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4.3.2.2 Understanding of SOLID
All the 18 participants in the SOLID condition mentioned that they had
understood the basics of what the different indicators signify. This was indeed
true, as they all managed to interpret green as safe, red as unsafe, yellow as a site
where “something went wrong during authentication” and grey as an unknown
website. There was a level of confusion though on what exactly the different
indicators meant, analysed in the following paragraphs.
All participants interpreted green as safe, but their explanations on why it can
be trusted were varying. Only five participants (28%) mentioned that the green
indicator means that the website they have visited is listed in FCS’s database and
identified as safe.

The rest of the participants gave varying explanations

including “Checked and verified”, “Certified”, “Safe”, “Secure” mentioned by
twelve participants (67%).

One participant said it is “Registered with the

government” while another said that “Nothing bad is attached to it (the
website)”.
A major confusion on the meaning and the difference between yellow and
grey indication was a problem strongly present in the data gathered. Seven
participants (39%) interpreted yellow as a website the company (FCS) knows
about and it is “in the records”, so it must be safer than grey. The reason it is
yellow and not green is that something went wrong but, if it was registered it
can’t be fake. So it is still safer than not listed at all.
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Four participants (22%) perceived yellow as an indication that FCS are in the
process of verifying it. They know the website but verification isn’t complete
yet, so it should be safer than grey, as that is completely unknown to them.
Three participants (17%) mentioned that yellow means they (“company that
developed the tool”) know the website but something is wrong with it. On the
other hand grey means it is not listed at all. As a result, if they had to choose
between grey or yellow, they would go for grey, as yellow is likely to be a scam.
A single participant mentioned something interesting. They thought that the
website can change colour if someone reports it as phishing or scam. So they
said that yellow means that someone has reported the website because they had a
problem with it (either their service or other issues) but FCS hasn’t verified it
yet. Red would then mean that it was reported and found to be a scam by FCS.
The same participant said that if they went on a grey site and found it suspicious
they could report that to the company and the website would immediately go
yellow. One other participant said the website owners may have problems with
their security and that is the reason for a website coming up as yellow.
The redirection to the original retailer’s
website before the “Extreme Caution”
warning appears received good comments
in general, but three (17%) participants
were confused why the window appeared,
if the website that they were eventually
presented with was a “green” one.

In
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Figure 4: Heatmap created from the
eye-tracking data for the SOLID
“Extreme Caution” window

addition, thirteen participants (72%) tried to click on another browsing tab,
trying to avoid taking any decision in this dialog box. They then realised that the
web browser was locked and they had to choose one. The majority of the
participants (17 out of 18, 97%) clicked on the “OK” link to be redirected to the
real website, with only one choosing to proceed to the security risk site. Eye
tracking data (Figure 4) indicated that 13 participants (72%) looked at all the
available options, while four participants (28%) did not look at all options, but
still chose to be redirected to the real website. Those participants mentioned
during the de-briefing sessions that they did not exactly understand what had
happened when they clicked “OK” and how the redirection worked. They also
mentioned that the warning seemed too complicated to them, which suggests that
3 options to choose from and something that looks like a banner ad in between
may be too much for the average user.
The Third Party Validation (3PV) functionality provided by SOLID was not
used in this experiment. Despite that two participants remembered it from the
installation instructions. As a result they tried to drag the logos located in the
webpages to the bottom-right corner where the SOLID window was present.
This of course had no effect and both participants mentioned in the de-briefing
sessions that they were confused on how this functionality should work.
4.3.2.3 Reasons for ignoring SOLID
Participants that have chosen one of the non-green websites (yellow and grey
as none went for the red one) were asked after the experiment to discuss why
they have chosen to ignore SOLID. Seven out of 8 participants mentioned that
price was the main factor that motivated them to ignore SOLID’s suggestions.
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Two of them mentioned that they believe their own ability to judge a website is
adequate to protect them from falling for a scam. The fact that SOLID displayed
some websites they know, use very often and trust as grey resulted to them think
that a grey/yellow website can be legit as well in this case. One of those
participants mentioned that some well-known agencies that sell tickets seem to
charge too much so they think it is reasonable to go for the cheapest one. In
general it was obvious from their replies that the choice between yellow and grey
was done based on how they perceived the two warnings and also by other
factors they have mentioned that they use to judge the legitimacy of a website,
which are discussed in the next section.
4.3.2.4 Factors affecting users trust perception of websites
The post experiment de-briefing interviews with users allowed identifying
various factors that affect the level of trust people develop for a website. Key
points from the audio data were transcribed on paper. A coding procedure was
then used, identifying key points in each participant’s data. Similar responses
were grouped together, aiming to identify similar patterns of responses.
Participants gave on average 3 (SD = 1.35) reasons that affected the level of trust
developed for their chosen website.

All the 18 participants in the SOLID

condition mentioned that the primary factor was the indication given by SOLID.
Using data from both conditions a set of seven factors emerged (Table 3), which
are described in detail in the next sections.
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No

Number of participants that
mentioned this (out of 36)
18 (50%)

Factor

1

Previous experience with the website

2

Logos and certifications

11 (31%)

3

Reference to other names the participants could recognise

11 (31%)

4

Social networking references

7 (19%)

5

Amount of information provided

6 (17%)

6

Website layout

7 (19%)

7

Company information

5 (14%)

Table 3: The identified factors that affect user
trust perceptions of a website

1. Previous experience with the website.
Thirty five participants (97%) have not used any of the websites used in the
study to buy tickets, but 18 (50%) mentioned that they have heard some of the
brand names in the past. An example of this is the View London website which
was used by five (14%) of the participants to read reviews on restaurants and
bars but they had no idea that it also sells tickets for events.
2. Logos and certifications
Various logos existed in most of the websites
and ten participants mentioned that they played a
major role in their decisions.

The “VeriSign

Secured” logo (Figure 5) turned out to be the most

Figure 5: The “VeriSign
Secured” logo

popular one. Six participants (17%) mentioned that they trust this sign, as it
means that a site is secure. They have seen this logo on other websites they trust,
so if the website uses it they can trust this as well. None of them could explain
though why a website is secure if it has this logo.

In addition only two

participants checked whether the logo was a clickable link and what information
about the merchant it was providing.
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The Internet Shopping Is Safe (Figure 6) logo was
present in one website and four (11%) participants
mentioned that it affected their choice, although still no
one could explain why and no links existed to verify it

Figure 6: The Internet
Shopping is Safe logo

was genuine. In addition the logo was not clickable in that website so it could
just be a copy of the image.
The Hitwise No1 award winners logo (Figure 7) was present in
a website, but only one participant mentioned that it affected their
choice.

Figure 7: The
Hitwise logo

Inclusion of financial organisation logos like the credit/debit cards accepted
was a factor mentioned by three (8%) participants as something that affected
their decisions (“They accept VISA, MasterCard and AMEX so they must be
real”). The fact that only two (6%) participants checked whether the logos were
clickable links and whether they displayed a valid certificate or registration
number with the relevant authority suggests a significant misunderstanding of
the purpose of those logos.
3. Reference to other names the participants could recognise.
Websites that had affiliate programs which included known venues around
the country created a feeling of trust to users. The inclusion of the Oxfam
charity name in a website (www.gigantic.com), and also mentioning that they
give 10% of their profits to it, made participants think that it cannot be fake
although there was no way to verify whether the claims of that website were
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actually true, as no links existed that confirmed this either by Oxfam or a third
party.
Inclusion of adverts of known companies developed a feeling of trust for five
(14%) participants. Their main argument was “why would a company pay them
to include advertisements in their website if they were scammers?”.
Advertisements could also have a negative effect. Four (11%) participants said
that if they have a lot of advertisements, then they can be scams and preferred to
go to other websites. In addition the presence in a website of a “Spot the fake”
advertisement, which is part of the “Just Tick It” campaign, caused two
participants to say it was a fake website trying to pass itself as real.
4. Social networking references
Inclusion of links to Facebook and Twitter pages can significantly affect the
level of trust developed. Seven (19%) participants mentioned that if websites
have references to those sites then they cannot be fraudulent, as people are able
to read feedback on their service and verify whether they are legit or not.
The inclusion of other user feedback can contribute in creating a feeling of
trust. This was even more obvious in a website which included pictures of the
people that left the feedback or other members of the website that are planning to
attend an event.

This approach received positive comments by four (11%)

participants.
5. Amount of information provided
The amount of information the website included on the particular event was
mentioned as an important factor by six (17%) participants.
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Although all

websites included information on the event (gates open time, facilities,
instructions how to get to the venue etc), those that had that information
viewable on the main event page seemed to attract the participants more.
Inclusion of visual artefacts like maps increased the level of trust and made them
appear more persuasive and real.
6. Website layout
Seven (19%) participants mentioned that the structure of the website design
was something that looked familiar to them from other websites they are using,
which are legitimate. So the websites they have chosen to trust are possibly real
as the layout is similar. Obvious indication that they sell tickets for a variety of
events was also critical, as they did not perceive those as scams aiming to target
a particular event audience.
7. Company information
The type of information the website provided on the company behind it also
affected decisions. Five (14%) participants mentioned that the presence of the
registration number of the company, VAT numbers, direct telephone numbers,
ticket delivery information and claims that they are official ticket outlets seemed
to be trusted more. Again none of the participants knew how to verify those.
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Chapter 5: General Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate to what extent the SOLID tool
changes the willingness of computer users to risk losing money, if there is a
possibility of buying something for a cheap price. This chapter will discuss the
effectiveness of SOLID in such a scenario. It will also discuss on usability
issues of the SOLID tool and possible improvements, several trust factors that
were identified and implications for online retailers and website designers, the
limitations of the study, how the findings relate to previous work and areas for
further research.

5.1.

Efficacy of SOLID in a scenario involving risk

As mentioned before, the validity of an evaluation of a security tool can be
significantly affected if it fails to model the risk involved in users’ decisions.
Following the suggestions of Riegelsberger et al. (2003), this experiment aimed
to introduce a level of risk in the evaluation of the effectiveness of SOLID. This
is more realistic and resembles the level of risk users should be expected to
experience when shopping online.
The results of the study are encouraging for SOLID’s effectiveness. All the
participants looked at SOLID at least once for each of the websites and they
seemed to understand the basic functionality and the meaning of colours. During
the interview sessions, the 10 participants that chose to buy from the expensive
websites mentioned that by going for an expensive site with a green SOLID
colour they were confident that they were buying from a genuine one. They also
believed websites that are too cheap are suspicious and, if the option to buy from
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a website marked as green is there, it is not reasonable to go for anything else as
you may be scammed. Furthermore, all the participants (8) that have decided not
to follow SOLID’s advice did so because they could get a “better deal” from the
cheap websites. Both these observations suggest that SOLID helps the users
realise that their decisions when shopping online come at a risk, even if they
decide to ignore it. As a result it keeps them more cautious, instead of allowing
them go with their first instincts, which can potentially be dangerous and lead
them to fall for a scam.
The findings also confirm Wu et al.’s (2006) predictions that active
indicators can introduce significant improvements over passive ones. SOLID’s
“Extreme Caution” window, asking users to decide whether they want to be
redirected to the genuine website of the retailer or proceed to the risky one,
resulted to 17 out of 18 participants visiting the genuine website. This suggests
that providing users with meaningful information, just at the time they need to
make a decision can significantly reduce the risk of them falling for scams. It
also underlines the need to introduce more context-specific warnings in security
critical situations. Those warnings should always explain to the users what the
decision they need to make is about and the potential implications of it. This
will allow them to understand better the risk involved, ensuring that they fully
understand the consequences of their actions.
The fact that four participants did not read all the available options but still
clicked “OK” to be redirected to the genuine website, stresses the importance of
having “Safe defaults” when users need to select between two or more options.
This confirms Gutmann’s (2009) argument that some users may tend to click
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“OK”, without fully understanding the meaning of the message they have been
presented with, and his argument that “Safe defaults” can reduce the number of
internet users falling for scams and phishing.
The fact that two users believed they can use their own ability to identify
scam websites and ignore SOLID suggests a negative attitude towards security
indicators by a small proportion of computer users. This can be either due to
them feeling extremely confident, as none of them was scammed in the past, or
due to the failure of past approaches to create effective indicators, as explained
in the literature review chapter.

5.2. Other usability issues concerning SOLID and suggestions
for improvement
The interview sessions with users provided useful insights on the
understanding of SOLID and its functionality.

This section discusses the

outcome of those interviews and also suggests ways to improve SOLID’s future
releases.
The majority of participants believe SOLID is a good idea. They developed
a feeling that it is not just a security tool; it is something they can use as a safer
shopping tool and that can save them money, although this feeling may be a
result of the nature of the study and the scenario presented to them.
Most participants reported that when they were using SOLID at home it gave
them a grey indication for the websites they use daily and they trust. So, they
said that if major websites are not registered then what is the purpose of having it
installed at all? This underlines the need to urge more websites to register with
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FCS and the SOLID database as part of a more organised campaign to target
phishing and internet scams.
Even though SOLID was evaluated in a previous study (Jennett et al, 2010)
and findings were implemented by FCS, people were still confused on what the
exact meaning of the indicators was and that affected their understanding of the
risk involved in each situation.

It is important to provide more detailed

instructions and explanation during installation on how SOLID works and how
to interpret the various warnings, as participants seemed confused on what might
have caused a website to be displayed with any colour.

When a “green”

indication was displayed people seemed to understand that they can trust that
website although the reasons they gave on why they trust it were varying.
Interpretation of the red colour was even more confusing (“Contains viruses”,
“Contains material that can damage your computer in many ways”, “Can steal
your personal information”, “The security of the website is not adequate to
ensure your data is safe”). The links to online videos with more instructions
received good comments by a few participants, however they complained though
that those videos were just “too technical that seem to target security
professionals. I cannot just send the download link to my mother!”
Installation instructions are clear in terms of installing the software but a few
problems arise: Participants tended to click “Next” as they would do when they
installed any other piece of software, so they did not read the explanation on
what the different colours mean. As a result of this they formed their own
understanding (or models) of what the tool does. Those can be highly inaccurate
and lead to risky behaviour. This problem could be addressed by using a feature
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that will not allow users to proceed during installation, unless they have read and
understood the meaning of the various warnings.
The confusion between yellow
and grey indications suggests a need
to improve the instructions given
during the installation process. The
current summary screen at the end of
the installation wizard (Figure 8)
includes only the three colours of the

Figure 8: The Summary screen at the end
of the installation process.

traffic light system (Red, Yellow and Green), omitting entirely the grey
indicator, which caused confusion among participants. In addition the varying
explanations the participants gave about the different warnings suggest a need to
improve the tutorial which they need to complete during installation. That could
be done by giving explicit examples on the conditions under which each
different indicator can appear. A more complete explanation on what the exact
purpose of SOLID is would also be welcome, as that can help preventing
confusion among users and the misconception that it performs other operations
that other tools do (spyware blocking, virus detection etc), which can be
extremely dangerous if users over-rely on it.
The redirect to the genuine website feature when fraud is detected seemed to
work as expected, except for a small number of participants (3). Those did not
understand why a green warning appeared after a red window came up, even
though they had clicked “OK” to be redirected to the real website. That may
suggest that users clicked “OK” without reading or understanding, as covert
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attention would suggest, what the
action they selected was.

I would

predict that if any of the other two
options was pre-selected then users
would go for that one (either “close
this tab” or “proceed to the security
risk website”). The major problem

Figure 9: The instructions given during
installation for the “Extreme Caution”
window

with this warning was that 13 participants attempted to click on another tab and
avoid making a decision. Although the redirect feature is explained during
installation, an attempt to simplify it may address these problems. Removing the
logos present in the popup window and making the available options more
obvious, maybe by increasing their size, could be a way to fix this problem. In
addition re-writing the instructions presented during installation (Figure 9) could
help, as unclear statements like: “You may be redirected to the genuine site or
asked to close the window” can confuse users.
A level of confusion on SOLID’s 3PV functionality was also obvious for the
two participants that tried to use it. The instructions during installation did not
seem to be adequate for the participants to understand how it works. Some
explanation on what Third Party Validation is, together with an example (e.g. a
logo which the users could move the mouse over and see how it works) could
improve the understanding the users develop about it.
The technical problems reported need also to be addressed to increase
participants’ satisfaction from SOLID, thus making them more willing to use it.
Participants’ complaints of SOLID slowing down applications or crashing and
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their inability to understand how to minimize or hide it when using applications
other than web browsers should be taken into account to improve the software.
In addition it would be good to provide instructions on how to permanently
allow SOLID to access the web at least for the Windows firewall, and possibly
including in the software a link to a page online which would explain how to do
this for the most popular firewalls and internet security products. Furthermore it
is important to increase the number of supported browsers. As Google Chrome
and other browsers are now gaining global acceptance as alternatives to IE and
Firefox, introducing support for those in SOLID could be a decisive factor on its
success. A version of SOLID that works on Apple Mac computers could also be
a welcome addition.

5.3.

Factors affecting trust in online commerce

The data collected from this experiment allowed gathering a lot of
information on how trust perceptions of people are affected by various factors
and how fraudsters aim to exploit those to successfully scam users. The factors
cannot be assumed as an exhaustive list, but they are useful as a basis to ignite
further research.
Previous experience with a website and familiarity with the brand that the
website represents seems to affect peoples’ willingness to trust a website. This
confirms the claims by Kim et al. (2008) that familiarity is an important factor in
online transactions. Even though only one of the participants has bought tickets
in the past from one of the websites in the study, 35 (97%) of them mentioned
that previous experience is a major factor affecting their online shopping
behaviour. In addition 18 (50%) mentioned that they have heard some of the
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brand names in the past and that this played a role in their choices. For example
the View London website was used by five (14%) of the participants to read
reviews on restaurants and bars. None of them knew that it also sells tickets for
events. Additionally the HMV tickets website was known to 12 participants
(33%) due to their high street shops that sell music and gaming products, but no
one was familiar with their ticket store. This familiarity effect can be easily
exploited by attackers by creating websites, claiming to be known brands that do
not currently have an online store. There is also the possibility of manipulating
the URL so that the website looks legitimate, while it is actually only a copy of
the real one. This can be made much easier to exploit if merchants are not
careful when creating their websites. HMV’s home page for ticket sales is
located at www.hmv.com/tickets, but when users click on individual events they
are redirected to the www.hmvtickets.com domain. This approach is simply
asking for trouble, as someone could easily register a domain name as
www.hmv-tickets.com and claim to be the official ticket outlet. Participants
were surprised when they were informed after the experiment that fake versions
of real websites can be uploaded by anyone on the internet or that someone can
create a website claiming to be someone else, which shows the lack of
understanding of consumers on how scammers may target them.
Logos and certifications, which were present in most of the websites, were
mentioned as an important factor affecting the level of trust developed by the
participants. The fact that 13 participants claimed that those logos affected their
choices is encouraging, but only two of them checked whether the logo was a
clickable link, providing more information on the certification and the merchant.
In reality two of those logos were not clickable in the websites, which again
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suggests a bad practice on behalf of the retailer, as those could be easily copied
by scammers. Also none of the participants could explain why those logos
suggest that a website is safe, which indicates a misunderstanding by the general
public of their purpose. The most popular logo (VeriSign) was perceived as a
reason to trust a website, as it was present in other websites they have traded
with in the past. This underlines the need to have only one central authority
certifying all legitimate sellers and not many, as non-expert users do not have the
knowledge required to verify each different certification an online retailer
receives. The presence of a significant number of certification authorities in the
market simply makes users’ task harder. This also confirms the suggestion of
Kim et al. that the purpose of security seals should be communicated to users
more effectively than what is done today.
Reference to other names the participants could recognise also affected
decisions. Websites that had affiliate programs which included known venues
around the country created a feeling of security to users. The inclusion of the
Oxfam charity name in a website also created a feeling of trust, but no way to
verify whether this was actually true existed. Participants were mixed on the
presence of advertisements across websites, as five (14%) mentioned that it is a
positive inclusion, while four others (11%) said that if they have a lot of
advertisements they can be scams. An interesting observation is that, although
participants knew they were participating in a study that had to do with fake
websites, the presence of a “Spot the fake” advertisement from the “Just Tick It”
campaign in one of the six websites caused two participants to classify a website
as fake trying appear real. This suggests a need to better inform the public for
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campaigns like this, so that they can identify and recognise the messages
presented to them.
The growth of social networking websites seems to affect online commerce
significantly. Inclusion of links to Facebook and Twitter pages seemed to affect
the level of trust developed. Those websites are seen as trusted entities for
people, as they use those very often. The option to visit a retailer’s Facebook
page to read feedback from other satisfied users is received as a positive addition
and seemed to be more effective than including feedback from users in the
retailer’s website (19% over 11%), as “they could just make up the people in
their website, while in Facebook people are real” (in a participant’s words).
The presentation of information in the website and the layout of it was
another important factor. Having information about the event and the company
information viewable on the main event page seemed to attract the participants
more. This can be due to the limited time available, causing users to prefer
websites that presented them all the information they needed to know in a single
webpage. In addition the similarity of the website layout with other trusted
websites is a significant outcome that should not be ignored when designing
online commerce websites.

5.4.

Related Work

Aiming to understand the reasons many scams succeed, Stajano and Wilson
(2009) conducted a series of scams as part of the BBC TV show “The Real
Hustle”.

They identified typical human behavioural patterns that scammers

exploit and derived seven principles of human behaviour that affect the success
of many scams. Those factors have been exploited by scammers for years and
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the only thing that changes as scammers move online is the medium through
which scams are conducted.
Three of the principles Stajano and Wilson identified can be closely related
to four of the factors affecting users’ trust for a website, identified in this study.
This should not come as a surprise, as those are two sides of the same coin;
scammers exploit the factors that cause users to trust them!

Their “Social

Compliance” principle can be related to the identified user tendency to trust
websites that include logos of known Certification Authorities. As Stajano and
Wilson state “People are trained not to question authority”. This explains the
fact that in this study the logos of those authorities were perceived by users as a
valid reason to trust a particular website. The effects of social networking
identified in the study can be related to the “Herd principle”. People are more
likely to let their guards down, when everyone else around them seems to be
doing so. Social networking references and user feedback included in websites
can closely relate to this, as people feel safer to engage in transactions with
websites which appear to be recommended by others. The information included
in the website on the company running it and reference to other familiar names
the participants can recognise can be related to the “Deception principle” Stajano
and Wilson discuss. People look for that information before deciding to trust a
company in a first-time encounter. But, as they state, scammers know how to
manipulate users to make them believe that they are legit and provide all sorts of
assurance required to gain the users trust.
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5.5.

Implications for the Usable Security sector

The outcomes of this study demonstrate a need for broader, multidisciplinary
thinking in User-Centred Security research. The introduction of HCI research
methods in the design and evaluation of security products is pleasantly welcome,
but researchers need to understand that the User Interface is just one amongst
many factors that affect the effectiveness of security products. Researchers need
to think about public perception of the risk of online scams and how humans
make decisions under risk and time pressure. They also need to understand how
the level of trust developed for websites is affected by the various signaling
factors included in those. This will aid the design of more effective security
tools that take into account user capabilities. It will also allow better design of ecommerce websites to communicate to the users the information they are looking
for.

5.6.

Limitations of the study

The study aimed to provide a realistic scenario: “Buy a ticket for an event
expected to sell out quickly in 5 minutes and be careful not to fall for scam”.
This is difficult in an experimental setting, especially as the modelling of risk
may not be exactly replicating what happens in real-world situations.

The

possibility of winning an extra £40 pounds versus the extra £10 pounds a
“green” website offered, caused a feeling of temptation to go for the cheap
websites. A possible problem here is that participants knew that there was a
guaranteed minimum reward of £15 pounds and they would only lose the extra
£10 reward from the “green” sites if they chose a scam site. It is a possibility
that the willingness of participants to select a cheap website would be reduced if
they were using their credit/debit cards to buy the tickets and not the additional
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reward they would get from the experiment. The danger of having their credit
card details stolen, with all the implications this can have (financial loss, need to
claim money from the bank, need to cancel their cards), may affect significantly
their willingness to risk buying from a “non-green” website. This of course
should be expected to increase the difference in the choices participants made
between the control and the “SOLID” condition, resulting to even stronger
statistical significance.
A possible confounding variable in this case would be the difference in the
appearance and design of the various websites that can affect the willingness of
participants to trust the websites. As a result their choices may not be made
solely based on the feedback from SOLID. Despite that, data from the debriefing sessions indicated that for all the participants the primary factors on
which their decisions were based were the price and the SOLID colours.
It is also highly likely that, as users knew the study was about security
indicators, they paid more attention to SOLID, although past literature suggests
that, even when participants were explicitly told to pay attention to a security
tool, they did not in reality do that (Wu et al.). In addition the study aimed to
assess whether SOLID reduces people’s willingness to risk an amount of money,
when they have the possibility of winning an additional reward, which, as the
results suggest, is actually true.
Another factor likely to have affected the experiment is that none of the
websites used was actually a scam. All the websites were local copies of online
ticket retailers. It would be much more beneficial for experimental purposes if
actual fake websites could be used, but it is close to impossible to be certain
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whether a website is a scam or not and those confirmed to be scams are quickly
taken down by the police. It is still a possibility though that someone could
download the whole website, in a way similar to what this study did, and then
upload it on a compromised server, redirecting users there using a DNS
poisoning attack, or simply by registering a similar domain name (e.g.
www.hmv-tickets.com).

5.7.

Future work

In future experiments an improved version of SOLID could be used (based
on the recommendations made by this study) to assess its effectiveness after the
identified usability problems are addressed. In addition different risk scenarios
and levels of risk could be introduced. For example, having the participants
using their own credit or debit cards to buy the tickets would improve the
environmental validity of the experiment, as the damage to them if they disclose
those to criminals would be significantly higher. A setup like this however may
require a sophisticated experimental setup and ethics approval.
Another avenue for future work would be to investigate the efficacy of other
security tools in experimental setups involving risk. A comparison of various
anti-phishing tools, similar to Zhang et al. (2007) but with risk-involved, would
be useful to see how those tools perform under similar scenarios and also assess
their effectiveness compared to SOLID's results. It would also be useful to test
the effects a risk-based setup has on user education training.
The effect of the numbers involved in the risk is a factor that should be
studied in future experiments. This experiment offered guaranteed £10 but, if
participants were willing to risk that amount, they could potentially win £40. It
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would be desirable to see how people would behave if the second reward is
varied, either upwards or downwards.

Extensive research was done by

psychologists and economists on binary lotteries and risk aversion (e.g.
Atkinson, 1957, Prasnikar, 1993 and Sabater-Grande, 2002), which should be
studied by researchers aiming to carry out experiments involving risk online. A
potential problem here is that all economics and psychology research use known
probabilities in the experimental setup (e.g. £10 guaranteed or 30% probability
of winning £40). This cannot be applied directly to phishing and online scams,
as there is no known probability of a website being a scam.
It would also be desirable to identify other factors that affect decisions of
users online when risk is involved. For example an experiment could vary the
amount of time participants have available, to identify the effects of time
pressure on their online behaviour and how future anti-phishing/scams
approaches could be improved to allow for this, and other, effects.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
Despite the continuous efforts by academic institutions, governmental bodies
and commercial organisations, there seems to be no effective remedy to the
online scams and phishing problems. Various campaigns are continuously run
by the government, while companies develop tools aiming to prevent users
falling for fraud. Academic research tries to understand why people fall for
scams and how future approaches to prevent them from doing so should be
designed. The problem is still present though and the number of people falling
for scams everyday is still significantly high and cannot be ignored.
This study aimed to identify whether a new approach to address those
problems, the SOLID tool, introduces any significant changes to the willingness
of computer users to risk losing an amount of money, if they are presented with a
tempting offer. The results suggested that this was indeed true, as the number of
participants that were willing to risk losing their guaranteed reward from the
experiment when they had a chance to increase it, was significantly reduced
when SOLID was used. Overall the study shows that SOLID is effective in a
scenario involving risk and the usability results appear to indicate that it has
better potential to succeed than previous approaches, as participants seemed to
notice its notifications more than what previous research on security indicators
suggests. This confirms past claims that active, meaningful interruptions can be
an effective approach against phishing and online scams.
The potential success of any solution similar to SOLID lies significantly on
the support endeavours like this get from the government and the commercial
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world. In order to be 100% confident that a website is the real one or not,
SOLID requires retailers to register with it. Commercial organisations should be
given an incentive to join programs like this, as it can definitely protect their
customers from criminals pretending to be them and improve their reputation.
As a result it can increase the level of trust people have on online commerce and
on the internet as a service-providing medium in general.
The level of confusion amongst users on interpreting the feedback from
SOLID underlines the importance of evaluating security tools in the field.
Usability evaluations should be conducted on any tools that are designed to be
used by computer users, as usability problems result to users forming inaccurate
models of their operation. As those models significantly affect user behaviour,
incorrect or inaccurate models can lead to users adopting risky behaviours,
which can then lead to financial losses. It is important to understand what
affects the accuracy of those models and aim to help the users by providing the
feedback required for an accurate model formation.
The outcomes of this study demonstrate that a combination of qualitative and
quantitative research can improve the effectiveness of usability evaluations, as
the qualitative research methods used provided useful insights on what affected
user behaviour during the experiment. Furthermore, discovering whether a new
security product is effective or not is only useful if a study can also find out what
factors steered the results towards that way. In conclusion, the results were
encouraging, as they suggest that if careful design approaches are taken,
significant improvements can be introduced over past approaches to address the
phishing and online scams problem.
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Appendix A
Pre-Experiment Questionnaire
Demographics
Please fill in the following details about yourself and your computer habits. If
you are unsure of what any of the questions mean, please ask the experimenter to
clarify them.
1.

Gender (circle one)
Male Female

2.

Age: _____ years
Web browsing

3.

What is your usual web browser? (circle one)
Internet Explorer
Firefox
Safari
Opera
Other (write here) ________________________
Don’t know

4.

How much web browsing do you in an average day (approximately)?
_____ hours _____ mins

5.

How many emails do you receive in an average day (approximately)?
_____ emails

6.
Have you ever looked at your account balance on an online banking site?
(circle one)
Yes

No
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7.
Have you ever transferred money to somebody else’s account or paid a
bill using an online banking site? (circle one)
Yes

No

Online shopping
8.

Have you ever bought from an online shop? (circle one)
Yes

No

Don’t know

If YES,
How many times have you bought something online in the last month? _____
times
Which online shops do you use?___________________________
_____________________________________________________
If NO,
Why do you not use online shopping? ______________________
_____________________________________________________

Technical knowledge
9.

How long have you been using computers (roughly)?
_____ months / years (delete as required)

10.

Have
you
ever
designed
Yes No
Don’t know

11.

Have you ever registered a domain name? (circle one)
Yes No
Don’t know

12.

Have
you
ever
Yes No
Don’t know

13.

Have you ever configured a firewall? (circle one)
Yes No
Don’t know

14.

Have you seen this word before – “phishing”? (circle one)
Yes No
Don’t know

15.

Have you ever used the SOLID tool in the past? (circle one)
Yes No
Don’t know

a

used
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website?

SSH?

(circle

(circle

one)

one)

16.
Have you ever been a victim of phishing, or do you know someone that
has been a victim of phishing? (circle one)
Yes

No

Don’t Know

If YES,
Briefly describe what happened
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________

17.
Have you ever been a victim of any kind of internet scams, or do you
know someone that has been a victim of internet scams? (circle one)
Yes

No

Don’t Know

If YES,
Briefly describe what happened…
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
__________________________________
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Appendix B
Heatmaps for the six websites used in the experiment for the
SOLID condition
www.gigantic.com

www.hmvtickets.com
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www.seetickets.com

www.skiddle.com
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www.soldoutticketmarket.com

www.skiddle.com
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